WE INVITE YOU TO CELEBRATE THE PUBLICATION OF

**TASMANIA – THE TIPPING POINT?**

coop-edit by JULIANNE SCHULTZ and NATASHA CICA

A collaboration between Griffith REVIEW and the University of Tasmania

Once the Apple Isle, Tasmania’s size and isolation made it the butt of mainland jokes. But those qualities – and its stunning natural environment – are now seen as major advantages. And the buzz (and tourism) generated by MONA, and the island’s new identity as a research hub, suggests times are changing.

Contributors Favel Parrett, Jo Chandler and Scott Rankin talk Tassie to celebrate Griffith REVIEW’s *Tasmania – The Tipping Point?* with its co-editor, Natasha Cica.

**More speaker information and event details**

**THURSDAY, 21 FEBRUARY 2013**

time 6.15–7.15 pm
venue The Wheeler Centre, 176 Little Lonsdale Street, Melbourne
to book visit the Wheeler Centre website